IT'S WAR

The Ataenius Beetle attacks by night leaving golf courses battle scarred in their wake.
No turf or course is immune to assault and the right chemical to dispose of the Ataenius effectively and legally is still being researched.
The cost to a golf course chosen as an attack site can be phenomenal, the damage devastating. As in any declared war, emergency funds are urgently needed to destroy the threat once and for all.
"The situation is serious," says Dr. Fred V. Grau, president of the Musser Foundation, "and is bound to get worse."

With your help the battle can be won, hopefully before your turf becomes a victim of war.
Contributions to combat the Ataenius could save millions of dollars of unnecessary repair work.
To help in the fight, send your contributions to:

MUSSEr INTERNATIONAL TURFGrASS FOUNDATION:
Ben O. Warren, Treasurer, MITF
8400 W. 111th Street
Palos Park, Illinois 60464
312-974-3000

THE MUSSEr INTERNATIONAL TURFGrASS FOUNDATION
of the H. B. Musser Turfgrass Fellowship, Inc.
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Coming Next Month

Special Contract Applicator Profile
A 36-page pull-out section featuring the many types of contract applicators. Market data, successful company profiles, chemical and equipment profiles, and a forecast of business to come. This and more with the new Weeds Trees & Turf look. Join us in March.